
HET Termly Plan for Year : Spring Term Year 3

History: Note please refer ABC when planning your sequences of lessons
A. Knowledge and understanding of

chronology
B. Historical enquiry (skill) – using

evidence
C. Interpretation of history

- Place their current study against one or more
previously studied periods displayed on a
general basic timeline and demonstrate which
came before/after.

- Sequence several events, artifacts and/ people.
- Use dates, and terms related to the passing of

time.
- Will know: Dates and relevant historical

vocabulary (see Appendix A)

- Use teachers’ modelling to help pupils formulate
their own questions. Formation.

- Suggest ways to find out about the past.
- Use a limited range of sources to find out and

investigate a time period.
- With support, use the library, non-fiction texts,

parts of stories and the internet to carry out
basic research.

- Begin to select and record information.
- Communicate their knowledge using labelled

drawings, drama, models, ICT., and writing.

- Know the difference between a primary and
secondary source.

- Compare different versions of the same story.
(i.e. comparing different sources).

- Form own conclusions from evidence provided.
- Consider different representations of the period

being studied.

NB: A,B and C will also contextualise earlier
and later units covered by year 3.

Knowledge of British history: The Romans Continuity and change:, Cause and consequences, Similarity and diff:,
Significance:

Vocabulary

Enquiry questions: What was the ancient Romans’ view of slavery?
Why did the Romans invade Britain?
- Know what life was like in a Celtic tribe when the Romans occupied Britain: small settlements, fields,

woods, farming, inter-settlement trading, warrior-style.
- Understand the concept of ‘invasion’ and be able to talk about the Roman invasion of Britain as a

consequence of change to its people and its land: the loss of the Celtic language and culture and
small settlements to towns e.g.

- Know of the two invasions by Caesar, 55 and 54 BCE and the possible reasons for invasion,
(retribution, riches: land, slaves, metals).

- Know about the significance of the Roman army in its role of extending and maintaining the Empire.
Know why the army was so successful.

- Know some key facts about how the Roman Army was organised and how soldiers lived.
- Know about the importance of slaves to the Roman Empire and the Roman view of slaves – they are

not capable of ruling themselves.
- To know why the Romans built straight roads and canals (irrigation and transport) and can explain

why they chose to build cities where they did.

The Romans
Celts, tribe, settlements, slaves, towns, trade,
invasion, occupation, legions, auxiliaries, centuries,
centurion, arrows, artillery, catapults, (’onagers’)
javelins, swords, cavalry, forts, culture, tunics,
togas, stola, earrings, necklaces, bracelets, rings,
fibula, aqueduct, canals, irrigation, transport,
architecture, columns, pediments, colonnades,
arches, hypocaust, mosaics, concrete, (opus
caementicium) numerals, Latin.

Resources:
- Norwich Museum, Colchester Museum,
- The Black Knight – historic re-enactment
- The Roman Calendar –

interestingfactsforkids.wordpress.com



- Know about Roman architectural styles and building techniques, (Possible link to DT to test the
strength of arches and columns), central heating (hypocaust), and mosaics. (Possible link to art) and
be able to identify the similarities and differences between Roman buildings and those of the Celts.

- Recognise the influence of Roman architecture on the modern western world. Identify key building
examples around Norwich (e.g. The Octagon Chapel and the now demolished Victoria station
pantheon - a copy of the Roman pantheon). Be able to give reasons why Classical architecture has
remained popular over time.

- Understand the duration of the Roman occupation and how this changed Britain including changes in
architecture; (public buildings, villas, arches, central heating, aqueducts), religion; (Roman gods to
early Christianity), fashion; (tunics, togas, stola, jewellery, make-up (charcoal to the eyebrows e.g.).

- Be able to talk about the consequences of the Romans leaving Britain.
- Know something about what happened prior to the Anglo-Saxons arriving and what happened to the

Roman-British population. POSSIBLE LINK TO ENGLISH - KING ARTHUR.
- Local visit and study linked to the Roman occupation of Britain.
- To know about Roman slavery in Britain.
- Know about Boudicca and why she was a significant person who had an impact on the Roman

occupation.
- Be able to talk about the causes and consequences of Boudicca’s actions.
- Know about the significance of the Roman legacy: - e.g. our calendar is based on a Roman

calendar, that many of our current words, including months of the year, have Latin origins.
- To know about the Roman numerals system and that this is still used today, and further things

introduced which remain e.g. plumbing, sewers, cabbages, peas, nettles and  concrete (opus
caementicium) - significant in transforming building possibilities] etc.,

And across the wider world:
- Understand the concept of ‘Empire’ and have some understanding of the extent of the Roman

Empire.

- BBC Bitesize – Life in Celtic Britain, (Butser
ancient farm).

- BBC Bitesize – How did the Romans change
Britain?

- BBC Bitesize – What was life Like in the Roman
Army?

- Primary facts – What did the Romans Bring to
Britain?

- The Romans in Britain -Britain Before, during
and after the Roman Occupation (Slavery in
Roman Times) – romanobritain.org

- Colonel Unthank’s Norwich – The Norwich
pantheon – colonelunthanksnorwich.com

- Primary Homework Help – The Romans -
(covers most aspects) –
primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk

- Roman make-up YouTube part 1
- Primary Homework help – The Celts (covers

most aspects) – primaryhomeworkhelp.co.uk

Reviewed: CS 16.7.21

Science: sometimes one topic per half term
Topic 1 Earth and forces Vocabulary Working scientifically Resources
Understand how magnets work –
attracting and repelling each other

- Attracting, repelling - Design an experiment to show
what materials are attracted to
magnets.

- Use magnetic trains/ cars etc. to
demonstrate how magnets can
attract and repel each other and

Magnets of various kind



talk about why this might be the
case

Topic 2 Living Things Vocabulary Working scientifically Resources
- Identify and label a variety of

different plants to include plants
that we eat.

- To be able to understand what a
habitat is and what type of species
will live in a particular area-
woodland, coastal, rural.

Understand what a simple food chain
is-soil, plant, snail, bird, fox.

Food chain, habitat, flower, seed,
stem, leaf, trunk, roots

- Be able to draw a simple food
chain.

- Be able to grow a variety of
different seeds that can be eaten-
link to diet/healthy eating.

- Be able to group different animals
and plants into the habitat that
best suits their needs- Woodland,
Coastal, Rural.

- Experiment- Do plants need light
to survive? Once the seed has
grown, keep one in light and one
in the dark. Give same amount of
water. Observe the outcome.

- Encourage children to make a
prediction and record results in a
class chart to observe the results.

Seeds, soil, pots

PSHE/RSE:
Topic 1 Learning outcome and enquiry questions from the progression document Key vocabulary
Romans

(Understanding
others)

▪ show respect for other people’s feelings and ideas.
▪ know the benefits of physical exercise, time outdoors, community participation, voluntary

and service-based activity on mental wellbeing and happiness.
▪ know that bullying (including cyberbullying) has a negative and often lasting impact on

mental wellbeing.
▪ know the risks associated with an inactive lifestyle (including obesity).
▪ know the benefits of rationing the time spent online and the risks of excessive use of

electronic devices.

Enquiry questions:
‘How did it feel to get excited by a nice surprise?’
‘What types of things might someone ask them to keep a secret?’
‘Who would be an appropriate adult that you could talk to if you need to share a secret?’
‘Do I understand when and why to tell a secret I have been asked to keep?’

respect
feelings



Topic 2
Romans

(My rights and
responsibilities)

● know how fairness may not always mean equal treatment in the context of home.
● know practical steps they can take in a range of different contexts to improve or

support respectful relationships.
● know what a stereotype is, and how stereotypes can be unfair, negative or

destructive.
● understand the importance of permission-seeking and giving in relationships with

friends, peers and adults.

Enquiry questions:
‘Does your comfort around touch depend who is touching you?’
‘Does your comfort around touch depend where someone is touching you?’
Does your comfort around touch depend on how someone is touching you?
‘Why was the UN convention of the rights of the child important? What impact did it have?’
‘Why should we have people responsible for ensuring needs are met?’ ‘Should it always be the
same people, or different people depending on the situation?’
‘How do I think about rules in my relationships with my peers?’

included
excluded
valued
democracy

Inquiry Questions:  -
1. Can one person change the world? (suggested focus Hinduism, Peace, Gandhi)
2. What does eternal life mean to Christians? (suggested focus Easter – resurrection, heaven, Pentecost)

Apply Skills  (covered every term)

● Asking  questions to develop
understanding

● Discuss to widen understanding

Ask important questions about religion and beliefs, making links between their own and others’ responses.

Ask questions about the significant experiences of key figures from religions studied and suggest answers from own

and others’ experiences, including believers.

● Enquiring, investigating and
interpreting

Philosophy

identify what they find interesting and puzzling in life and represent this through art, design, music, dance and drama

Decide if a reason or argument based on a religion or belief makes sense to them and is expressed clearly.

Use more than one reason to support their view.

● Express their views in response to
what they are taught

Make links between the teachings of the religions studied and life in the world today.

Recognise that it is difficult to define ‘right’, ‘wrong’, ‘good’ and ‘bad’.



Recognise some of the similarities and differences between these ideas.

● Develop the skill of responding
creatively and of communicating
their feelings and ideas

Describe some forms of religious expression and begin to interpret them.

Religious Knowledge and Understanding  (Termly Focus)

Knowledge and Understanding  of
key beliefs of religions

Overarching Knowledge and Understanding:
Describe some key features of religions including some key religious beliefs and teachings of Christianity and

Hinduism

Christianity – Know that Christians believe that: The birth, life, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ was part of

God’s plan to restore the relationship between humans and God

Hinduism – Hindus believe that the soul continues on a journey and people live more than one life How

they live that life impacts on the next life until they reach dharma.

Hindus do not believe in violence unless it is totally necessary.

Knowledge and Understanding of the
practices and features of religions,
e.g., festivals, celebrations, artefacts,
buildings

Overarching Knowledge and Understanding:
Describe some key features of religions including some key features of religions, festivals, artefacts, buildings,

ceremonies.

Use a developing religious vocabulary.

Recognise similarities and differences between features of religions

Know and name features of places of worship in the UK and around the world, including symbols found.

Know what happens in the places of worship and why they are important to the believers.

Christianity – Know that Christians believe that: Easter when they celebrate that Jesus was resurrected and went up

to Heaven during Pentecost – that during Pentecost the Disciples were touched by the Holy Spirit..

Hinduism – Gandhi’s birthday is a national holiday in India.

Knowledge and Understanding of
religious texts and stories including:
special words and stories, and special
things in nature.

Overarching Knowledge and Understanding:
Retell and suggest simple meanings to religious stories and sacred writings.

Make links between religious symbols, language and stories and beliefs or ideas that underline them.

Describe a range of religious stories and sacred texts.

Make links between religious stories and sacred texts.

Know key information about the structure of religious texts.



Christianity – to understand  and know that Christians believe that during  the story of Easter, that during that time

Jesus was resurrected and ascended to Heaven to be a the right hand of god (Jesus’s Father)

Knowledge and Understanding of
special people holy men and women

Overarching Knowledge and Understanding:
Know that there are significant religious people who influence the lives of others.

Christianity –believe that Jesus was the son of god and that his death showed god’s love for them as well as the fact

that they would be forgiven for their sins.

Hinduism – to know and understand the impact of Gandhi’s peaceful protests on the forming of an independent

India.

Knowledge and Understanding of the
importance of belief and its impact
on lives

Overarching Knowledge and Understanding:
Begin to understand and describe the impact religion has on believers’ lives and how they put their beliefs into

practice.

Begin to understand and describe the connections between beliefs, values, and practices.

Apply the understanding above to the following content

Christianity –due to their belief in Jesus and his resurrecting, Christians celebrate Easter – they also believe that they

can be touched by the Holy Spirit as Jesus and the Disciples were and in doing so they can change the way they live

their lives.

Hinduism – that Gandhi fought for Civil Rights in both India and South Africa because of his beliefs as a Hindu.

Vocabulary
Conflict
Gandhi
Civil Rights
British Empire
Tradition
Worship

Vocabulary
Holy Spirit Eternal

Disciples 
Resurrect
Descended 
Ascended
Tongues 
Ascension 

MfL: Please note: MfL is taught in Years 3- 6 not in KS1. There are short videos to explain the suggested activities on Google Classroom
Topic Animals and colours



Listening Understand and accurately repeat songs and rhymes

suggested activities signing for each animal during introduction race to touch the colour, acting each animal, group masculine and
feminine nouns in different parts of the room

Speaking Repeat words or phrases heard and make simple adaptations

suggested activities signing for each animal as children say them
play battleships (bataille navale)

Reading Read some familiar words aloud using mostly accurate pronunciation

suggested activities Arrange cut up sentences into the correct order

Writing It is not intended that year 3 write in French, to enable them to enjoy the sound / speech links before
introducing the new phonics of French

suggested activities
Grammar recognise the main word classes: nouns, adjectives, verbs

understand that nouns may have different genders, and recognise clues to identify this eg difference in articles
les for plurals

Key Vocabulary Animaux = Animals
C’est quel animal? = What animal is it?
un tigre = a tiger
un girafe = a giraffe
un lézard = a lizard
un éléphant= an elephant
un papillon = a butterfly
une grenouille = a frog
un pingouin = a penguin
un perroquet = a parrot
un requin =  a shark
c’est un chat = it’s a cat
avec un gros nez = with a big nose
c’est pas souvent = it’s not often
qu’on en voit passer = that we see one pass un chien = a dog
une vache = a cow



un cochon = a pig
Say the sounds that these animals make in French
Couleurs = Colours:
C’est de quel couleur? = What colour is it? orange = orange
bleu = blue
rouge = red
marron = brown
blanc = white
noir = black
jaune = yellow
vert - green
gris = grey
rose = pink
violet = purple
beige = beige
multicolorié = multicoloured
il a les yeux = he has eyes (plus colour), arc-en-ciel = rainbow
une tête en boit = a wooden head
bois du chocolat = drink chocolate
bois du jus de citron = drink lemon juice
avant de faire dodo = before going to sleep, il se met au lit = he goes to bed
j’aime les voitures = I like cars
camions = lorries
il y en a de = they are in
toutes les couleurs = every colour

Resources ppt, stuffed animals, song “A La Ferme”, Animals song
animal sounds song
colours song
https://app.discoveryeducation.co.uk/learn/channels/channel/77bf777a-2e55-4ff9-9ec7-f05e9c0654d9/tab/2beb542e-3af1-427
7-8578-595a1f8e79ae

https://www.lightbulblanguages.co.uk/listening.htm?fbclid=IwAR1P8inyuW--d3WoM8N2Viv16mAbQwo9kSmHypBmv_8hB5RluJ
YtpqMMZfE

Art and Design
Media Learning outcomes from the progression document

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-4kNeFGBAcw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ub-V1n6zpQE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IaaSprb0IXk
https://app.discoveryeducation.co.uk/learn/channels/channel/77bf777a-2e55-4ff9-9ec7-f05e9c0654d9/tab/2beb542e-3af1-4277-8578-595a1f8e79ae
https://app.discoveryeducation.co.uk/learn/channels/channel/77bf777a-2e55-4ff9-9ec7-f05e9c0654d9/tab/2beb542e-3af1-4277-8578-595a1f8e79ae
https://www.lightbulblanguages.co.uk/listening.htm?fbclid=IwAR1P8inyuW--d3WoM8N2Viv16mAbQwo9kSmHypBmv_8hB5RluJYtpqMMZfE
https://www.lightbulblanguages.co.uk/listening.htm?fbclid=IwAR1P8inyuW--d3WoM8N2Viv16mAbQwo9kSmHypBmv_8hB5RluJYtpqMMZfE


Textiles and collage
Spring 1

- name a range of different fabrics.
- Use a variety of techniques, e.g. printing, dyeing, weaving, and stitching (running and cross stitch) to create

different textural effects
- Apply decoration using beads, buttons, feathers etc.
- Explore using resist paste and batik.
- changing and modifying threads and fabrics, knotting, fraying, fringing, pulling threads, twisting, plaiting.
- Begin to explore the cultural and traditional background of different fabric designs
- Learn to thread smaller eyed needles. Begin to use running stitch for applique work

Key vocabulary applique, running stitch, resist paste, batik, knotting, fraying, fringing, thread, pulling, twisting, plaiting, printing,
dying, stitching, weaving,

Resources including artists resist paste, batik dye, thread, needles, material,
Roman textiles and wall hangings.

Sculpture
Spring 2

- Learn to make coils and how to use in making a proficient coil pot.
- Join two parts successfully.
- Construct a simple base for extending and modelling other shapes.
- Produce more intricate surface patterns/ textures and use them when appropriate.
- Explore carving as a form of 3D art.
- Understand different safe adhesives and methods of construction

Key vocabulary - Construct, model, intricate, sculpt, carve, adhesive, 3D’
Resources including artists - salt dough, papier mache, clay, rolling pins, carving tools, junk modelling

- Romans- The Orator.

PE: Note please refer ABC when planning your sequences of lessons
A. Health and fitness B. Compete and perform C. Evaluate

- Recognise and describe the effects of
exercise on the body.
- Know the importance of strength and
flexibility for physical activity.

Explain why it is important to warm up and cool
down.
Key Vocabulary:
Strength, flexibility, warm-up, cool down,
performance, health

- Develop the quality of actions in
performances.
- Perform learnt skills and techniques with
control and confidence.

Compete against themselves and others in a
controlled manner.
Key Vocabulary:
Techniques, confidence

- Watch, describe and evaluate the
effectiveness of a performance

Begin to recognize and talk about how a
performance has improved over time including
those of their classmates.
Key Vocabulary:
Effectiveness, evaluate



1. Gymnastics - Choose ideas to compose a movement sequence independently and with others.
- Link combinations of actions with increasing confidence, including changes of direction, speed or level.
- Develop the quality of their actions, shapes and balances. Move with coordination, control and care.
- Use turns whilst travelling in a variety of ways.
- Use a range of jumps in their sequences.
- Begin to use equipment to vault.
- Create interesting body shapes while holding balances with control and confidence.
- Begin to show flexibility in movements
Key vocabulary:
ROLLS
- Teddy bear roll
- Crouched forward roll
- Forward roll from standing
- Tucked backward roll
JUMPS
- Tuck jump
- Star jumps
- Straddle jump
- Pike jump
VAULT
- Hurdle step onto springboard
- Star jump off springboard
TRAVELLING
- Cartwheel
- Hopscotch skipping
- Galloping
- Chassis steps
- Handstand
SHAPES AND BALANCES
- Large and small body part balances
- Balancing on apparatus
- Matching and contrasting balances with a partner
- Pike, tuck, star, straight, straddle
Resources:
- Floor mats (no crash mats should be in schools or used)
- Springboard
- Vault (various sizes)
- Apparatus
- A second adult is always handy if possible for gymnastics as teachers will need to handle children



2. Outdoor and adventurous activities - Orientate themselves with increasing confidence and accuracy around a short trail.
- Identify and use effective communication to begin to work as a team.
- Identify symbols used on a key.
- Begin to choose equipment that is appropriate for an activity
Key vocabulary:
- Symbols
- Key
- Accurate
- Orienteering
Resources:
- Trail
- Symbols
- Key
- Map
- Compass

Computing: Y3 Spring Term
Curriculum organisation: ● Each Computing theme has a section for key vocabulary to be introduced during the theme. Often key

vocabulary will be repeated across all year groups so that pupils can talk about their work in computing using
the correct terminology.

● Thinking like a computer is the golden thread that works across every aspect of Computing.
● When planning to teach Computing skills, it will be possible to combine some areas together, they will not

necessarily need to be taught as discreet lessons.
● Under each topic key concepts and approaches will be given. Knowledge and understanding of online safety

builds year on year. Each learning component from the previous year will be revisited and consolidated year on
year. In addition to explicit teaching in the classroom, E-Safety can be covered in the follow ways: Class
assemblies, Warm up activities, School assemblies.

● In each of the three sections (Digital Literacy / E-Safety, Computer Science and Information Technology) the
skills to be taught are colour coded: Knowledge, Understanding, Skills

● Knowledge, understanding and skills are built upon each year, many are revisited during the year and built
upon.

● E-Safety, Digital Literacy and Information Technology will be taught across all terms, Computer Science will be
taught in the Spring and Summer Term.



● Please link most Information Technology and Computer Science skills with other subjects, for example teaching
the use of new software within History and Geography or teaching how to access suitable software and
applications through software required for MfL or Music.

● When you are planning E-safety please make meaningful connections with work in Computer
Science and Information Technology.

Digital literacy and E-safety
Digital Literacy: a skill to use
information technology to find,
evaluate, create and communicate
information.
E-Safety: safe and responsible use
of technology; behaviour online and
security.
Note: This section is revisited
termly for each year group to
embed knowledge and
understanding of online safety.
This is a high priority to ensure
all pupils are safe online.
Knowledge, understanding and
skills are built on each year
through a deepening of
understanding and through
consolidating knowledge and
skills learnt the previous year.
When you are planning these skills,
look at how these skills can be
connected with Computer Science
and Information Technology.

● Understand and discuss what makes material inappropriate
● Explain who and where inappropriate content is reported.
● Understand the importance of staying safe online when using communication features such as:
● Email, live chat, instant messaging.
● Know the need to be careful with what is being shared online.
● Understand and discuss ways in which identity can appear to change depending on what a pupil is doing

online (e.g. gaming; using an avatar; social media).
● Understands that age verification exists and why some online platforms asks users to verify their age.
● Explain how our digital footprint is collected through cookies.
● Know the health implications of spending too much time looking at a screen. For example:
● Know how to safely and effectively use search engines. Promote an understanding of what can and cannot

be used.
● To explain and understand what makes a suitable passwords
● To know that one should not share personal data online and why this is. Understand that personal data is

collected through cookies.
● To know that devices, apps and games are designed to keep users online for longer than planned of

desired. To explain how this is achieved through notifications.
● To know what the term Privacy Setting means. Explain what privacy settings are for.
● To know what a fake profile is and explain what these could look like. Discuss that somethings are not

what they seem.

Key vocabulary ● Screen time
● Screen break
● Formal language
● Informal Language
● Cyber-bullying
● Cookies
● Personal Data
● Fake Profiles
● Persuasive Design



Resources ● https://learning.nspcc.org.uk/research-resources/schools/e-safety-for-schools

● https://www.internetmatters.org/resources/

● https://www.ceop.police.uk/safety-centre/

● https://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/

● https://learning.nspcc.org.uk/training/online-safety

● https://www.justonenorfolk.nhs.uk/staying-safe/staying-safe-online/e-safety-younger-child
ren

● https://www.includenorfolk.org.uk/e-safety/
Computer science
Studying algorithms, computer
processes, designing, writing
and debugging programs.
Including knowing the
difference between hardware
and software.

● Know that a network can also be private, for example in School or in businesses and why they are used.
● Know the difference between hardware and software Describe the purpose of hardware and software,
● Explain how one requires the other.

Key vocabulary ● Algorithm
● Code
● Logical reasoning
● Variable
● Predict
● Network
● Debugging
● Sequence

Resources ● Scratch Jr
● Scratch
● Kodu
● Code Studio
● Scratch
● Construct 2
● https://code.org/learn

https://learning.nspcc.org.uk/research-resources/schools/e-safety-for-schools
https://www.internetmatters.org/resources/
https://www.ceop.police.uk/safety-centre/
https://www.thinkuknow.co.uk/
https://learning.nspcc.org.uk/training/online-safety
https://www.justonenorfolk.nhs.uk/staying-safe/staying-safe-online/e-safety-younger-children
https://www.justonenorfolk.nhs.uk/staying-safe/staying-safe-online/e-safety-younger-children
https://www.includenorfolk.org.uk/e-safety/


Information technology
The study of using systems,
storing, sending and retrieving
information.
Don’t forget to link your
E-Safety work with the teaching
of these skills
Accessing Programs and
Features

● Selects suitable software to meet the needs of a given brief. (For example selecting Google Doc, Google
Slides and Google Sheets to complete a given task.)

Using software ● Knows which office software to use to achieve a specific goal. (Word, PowerPoint, Excel

Creativity
This area of IT lends itself well to
foundation subjects

● Discuss a short animation - what would happen and when.
● Take and collect a series of pictures to form an animation.
● Understand how to and be able to move items within an animation to create movement on playback.

Key vocabulary ● function
● animation
● playback

Resources ● https://www.typingclub.com/
● https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zf2f9j6/articles/z3c6tfr
● Google Docs
● https://toontastic.withgoogle.com/

Design and Technology:
D&T Topic Learning outcomes from Progression document

To be used consistently across the year, choose relevant statements to match you medium term plan
Design:
Red- explaining/ understanding choice of material/
resources

Make
Red- safety and hygiene.
Purple-Choosing appropriate tools/resources

Evaluate
Purple- test product against Success Criteria

https://www.typingclub.com/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zf2f9j6/articles/z3c6tfr
https://toontastic.withgoogle.com/


Purple-Using teacher modelling or ideas to generate
own ideas.
Brown- purpose of product
Green- research of products similar.
Pink- language. Vocabulary and ability to explain
product and purpose.
Blue- written or pictorial planning/ labelling. (KS2)

Brown- Use of skills e.g. cutting, measuring,
choosing materials, assembling and finishing
products.
Green- following their plans/ sequencing the skills
needs to create a product
Pink- Know the purpose of the product, be able to
evaluate the product and identify if it is fit for
purpose.

Orange- link evaluation to similar products,
(inventors, designers and cost) KS2.
Green- orally discuss improvements/ possible
changes.
Blue- written, oral or pictorial evaluations (KS2)

- Describe purpose of materials or resources and
how they help meet the success criteria.

- From a success criteria or product specification,
be able to explain what they want to do and
describe how they may do it.

- Describe purpose of product and explain how
they have followed a given design criteria

- Show that their design uses their research from
similar products and begin to use computers to
show design or research.

- Create a plan which shows order, equipment
and tools

- Describe design using an accurately labelled
sketch and words

- Explain how product will work to a group or
class.

Select suitable tools/equipment, explain choices;
begin to use them accurately
-Select appropriate materials, fit for purpose.
-Begin to measure, mark out, cut and shape
materials/components with some accuracy
-Begin to assemble, join and combine materials
and components with some accuracy
- Begin to apply a range of finishing techniques with
some accuracy
-Work through a plan or instructions in order.
*consider how good product will be

-Use a design criteria to evaluate finished product.
-Say what I would change to make design better.
-Begin to evaluate existing products, considering:
how well they have been made, materials, whether
they work, how they have been made, fit for
purpose
* begin to understand by whom, when and where
products were designed

* learn about some inventors/designers/
engineers/chefs/ manufacturers of ground-breaking
products

Key vocab: Key vocab: Key vocab: user, purpose, design, model,
evaluate, prototype, annotated sketch, functional,
innovative, investigate, label, drawing, function,
planning, design criteria, annotated sketch,
appealing

Technical knowledge – Materials/structure
Technical knowledge – Materials/structure

(To be completed in a certain term to link within your
topics- see your group for which term).
Name materials

-Use appropriate materials to meet an outcome.
Measure materials and begin to understand concept of amounts needed.
-Work accurately to make cuts and holes
-Join materials
-Begin to make strong structures



Describe materials and choose materials
appropriately to fit a purpose.

Measure materials

Structure a product using materials
Key vocabulary shell structure, three-dimensional (3-D) shape, net, cube, cuboid, prism, vertex, edge, face, length,

width, breadth, capacity, marking out, scoring, shaping, tabs, adhesives, joining, assemble, accuracy,
material, stiff, strong, reduce, reuse, recycle, corrugating, ribbing, laminating, font, lettering, text,
graphics, decision,

Resources
Technical knowledge- textiles. Spring 1- link to Romans

-Join different textiles in different ways
-Choose textiles considering appearance and functionality
-Begin to understand that a simple fabric shape can be used to make a 3D textiles project

Key vocabulary fabric, names of fabrics, fastening, compartment, zip, button, structure, finishing technique, strength,
weakness, stiffening, templates, stitch, seam, seam allowance

resources Paper mache, Polyester, lycra, linen, nylon, cotton, velvet , wool , acrylic, silk, felt, wool, hessian,
scissors, needles, thread, glue, fabric pens,

Technical knowledge- food and nutrition
(To be used consistently across the year,
choose relevant statements to match your
medium term plan)

Safety and hygiene

Food preparation- ingredients, equipment
needed to meet a success criteria/ make a
product.

Food groups, textures, purpose of ingredients
and nutrition

Skills e.g.  Blending, stirring, weighing,
decorating.

Prepare and cook some dishes safely and hygienically
*use equipment safely

-Carefully select ingredients
*think about how to grow plants to use in cooking
-Begin to understand food comes from UK and wider world
-Describe how healthy diet= variety/balance of food/drinks
-Explain how food and drink are needed for active/healthy bodies.
-Grow in confidence using some of the following techniques: peeling, chopping, slicing, grating, mixing,
spreading, kneading and baking
-Make a product look attractive



Evaluate/ make changes to a recipe for a
desired outcome (UKS2)
Key vocabulary name of products, names of equipment, utensils, techniques and ingredients texture, taste,

sweet, sour, hot, spicy, appearance, smell, preference, greasy, moist, cook, fresh, savoury,
hygienic, edible, grown, reared, caught, frozen, tinned, processed, seasonal, harvested
healthy/varied diet

resources Knife, fork, spoon, Chopping board, peeler; grater; mixing bowl; cutters; kitchen scissors;
weighing scales, measuring spoons; measuring jug; mixing spoon; vegetable knife

(food needed to suit individual lessons)

Geography: Geographical Association assessment by the end of Y4:
Demonstrate their knowledge and understanding of the wider world by investigating places beyond their immediate surroundings, including human and
physical features and patterns, how places change and some links between people and environments. They become more adept at comparing places, and
understand some reasons for similarities and differences.
Theme Topic and objectives Vocabulary and resources
Contextual world knowledge of:
locations, places,
and geographical features

Romans: Locational Knowledge:
Understand the size and scope of the Roman Empire – locate key
cities and place key physical features of the Roman empire
(mountain ranges, rivers, seas, fertile grounds) on a map of the
Roman empire:
Rome
Battle of Alesia
Merida
Nimes
Constantinople
Hadrian’s wall
The Punic War

● Europe
● Africa
● Climate
● Thames
● Capital 
● Rivers
● Northern
● Aqueduct
● Northern hemisphere
● Latitude 
● Longitude
● Encampment
● Boundaries
● Population
● States

Throughout pupil’s education in the HEART
trust, we would like them to have a key
understanding of climate change and the
affects that this is having on the world
currently and how it could affect the pupils in

Understand that human actions impact on climate change.
Know the issues at school that impact on climate change.
Devise ways to influence how pupils and adults behave in the school
environment.
Write a strategy for a greener school.

Reduce – reuse – recycle,
influence, change behaviours, raise
awareness, ‘green’ agenda, issues



the future. Each year group with have an
enquiry question which will be used to delve
deeply into the idea of climate change and
how we can positively influence the world.
This work will be in addition to any other
geography and can be linked with PSHE

Work with pupils and adults to make changes.
Communicate what they have done and the impact

Human and physical geography.
(understanding of the conditions, processes, and
interactions to explain features, distribution patterns
and changes over time and space)

Enquiry question Why was Italy a good base from which to
build an empire?
Understand the impact that living in Italy had on the Roman empire.
Explain the links between fertile ground and population.
Understand the difficulties of having a large empire over various
terrains.

Fertile land, terrain, empire

Geographical skills and fieldwork
(enquiry and the application of skills in
observing, collecting, analysing, evaluating and
communicating geographical information)

Enquiry Question
How far is it from Rome to…….?
Use GIS to measure the distance between Rome and other
important cities in Ancient Rome. Ephesus, Antioch, Carthage,
Londinium, Jerusalem, Alexandria

Distance, GIS

Music: Topic heading from Charanga. You will find the units of work on the Google Drive

Spring 1 : Three Little Birds

Spring 2 Lean on Me


